Calorimetric investigation of polymyxin binding to phosphatidic acid bilayers.
The cooperative binding process between the antibiotic peptide polymyxin-B and negatively-charged phosphatidic acid bilayers was investigated by differential thermal analysis and completed by fluorescence polarization measurements. The sigmoidal binding curves were analyzed in terms of the interaction energy within a domain formed by polymyxin and phosphatidic acid molecules. The formation of such a heterogeneous domain structure was favoured by high concentration of external monovalent ions. The cooperativity of the binding increased while a charge-induced decrease in the phase transition temperature of the pure lipid phase was observed with increasing ion concentration at a given pH. The reduced lateral coupling within the lipid bilayer in the presence of salt ions, as demonstrated by an increase in the lipid phase transition enthalpy, was considered to facilitate the cooperative domain formation. Moreover, an increase in the cooperativity of the polymyxin binding could be observed if phosphatidic acids of smaller chain length and thus of a lowered phase transition temperature were used. By the use of chemically-modified polymyxin we were able to demonstrate the effect of electrostatic and hydrophobic interaction. Acetylated polymyxin with a reduced positive charge was used to demonstrate the pure hydrophobic effect of polymyxin binding leading to a decrease in the phosphatidic acid phase transition temperature by about 20 degrees C. The cooperativity of the binding was strongly reduced. Cleavage of the hydrophobic polymyxin tail yielded a colistinnonapeptide which caused an electrostatically-induced increase in the phosphatidic acid phase transition temperature. With unmodified polymyxin we observed the combined effects of electrostatic as well as hydrophobic interaction making this model system interesting for the understanding of lipid-protein interactions. Evidence is presented that the formation of the polymyxin-phosphatidic acid complex is a lateral phase separation phenomenon.